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Love Difference Pastries 
Eleventh SWEETLETTER January 2009  

 
Dear everybody!  
 
First of all we wish you the best for the New Year! Let it be full of nice and 
exciting experiences. After a short winter break the Sweetletter is back 
telling about the new activities within the project.  
Find all the information below. Enjoy! 
 
Hugs from Italy  
Filippo, Emanuela and Sonja  
 
 
Novara (Italy)  
Asilo Bianco and Love Difference will carry out a shared planning project 
within LDP with the patients of the ex psychiatric hospital of Novara 
 
This learn-by-doing project, whose name is going to be given by the 
participants, aims to create new sweets based on one’s own memories.  
 
The project consists of a several modules of creative laboratories, which 
will be held together with the patients, educators and other operators on 
Fridays in the ex psychiatric hospital of Novara. It’s duration will be until 
the 15th of May 2009.  
 
The first module presenting the project starts this Friday 30th of January. It 
aims to get to know the participants by exploring together tastes of memory 
each one has. For that occasion Asilo Bianco and Love Difference will 
present the LDP project and taste together several sweets with the 
participants. Enrica is going to prepare her “Torta di Pane”. Moreover there 
will be a gastronomic presentation and the explication of “Confezione ad 
Arte” (artistic elaboration of a packaging).  
 
Tasting memory is going to be elaborated furthermore through art-therapy 
with Secil Yaylali and her sweet “Love to Love” in the second module. The 
next one will deal with experimenting in the kitchen followed by one 
dedicated to the confection of a sweet.   
 
Finally the elaborated sweets are going to be presented and tasted during a 
moment of dialogue, where the participants will have the occasion to get to 
know “the other”.  
 
We will tell you about the single steps in the following Sweetletters!  
 
Doel (Belgium)  
Demolition of Doel Resumed  
 
During the past days Kunsdoel feared again that the demolition of the city 
of Doel would be resumed by pouring down a historically valuable building. 
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Bulldozers roared into the village while villagers and sympathizers held a 
protest action asking the authorities to respect the rights of inhabitants.  
To fight against the further destruction of Doel we invite you to read the 
New Years appeal “2009 … May Art Save the Village of Doel?” 
(http://www.kunstdoel.net/en/new-years-appeal-authorities) and forward 
it.  
 
  
Aberdeen (Scotland)  
Ingeborg made a short film  
 
Ingeborg and her crew made a short film about making sweets. Strictly 
speaking they prepared Lea’s and Maria’s  “Love in a different kefte”. You 
can watch the film on the following link: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XG3NVKe_MNA 


